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Abstract
NFL Brazilian broadcasts is distinguished by the interaction of fans through social media. By reverberating television content in another media, they establish the phenomenon of Social TV. The research pursues to respond how Brazilian viewers enjoy the NFL through Social TV. For this purpose, we performed a netnography based on three league seasons, through 2016 to 2019. Results reveal Brazilian viewers enjoy the NFL through Social TV because it propitiates them to participate in the broadcasting, what becomes more important than the games itself. Based on this, we argue that NFL fans and ESPN channels co-prosum a simulation turned possible due to the current mediatized world.
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Resumo
As transmissões brasileiras da NFL se distinguem pela interação de fãs em mídias sociais. Ao reverberar o conteúdo televisivo em outra mídia, estabelecem o fenômeno da TV social. A pesquisa busca responder como espectadores brasileiros fruem a NFL por meio da TV Social. Para tanto, realizamos uma netnografia baseada em três temporadas da liga, entre 2016 e 2019. Os resultados revelam que espectadores brasileiros fruem a NFL por meio da TV Social por ela propiciar que participem das transmissões, o que se torna mais importante do que os próprios jogos. Com base nisto, argumentamos que os fãs da NFL e os canais ESPN co-prossuem uma simulação tornada possível graças ao atual mundo midiatizado.

Introduction

The entertainment capacity of the sports has provided them a constant growth of interest. Given technological advances of communication, they become globalized in that they are broadcasted in different media worldwide. However, it also makes them serve as tools for the dissemination of cultures that were once restricted by physical and geographical limitations (Jackson, 2014; Toffoletti, 2015). Precisely because they incorporate aspects of the culture to which they are part, sports exceed their entertainment characteristic, for they also transform it, in a mutual, dynamic and continuous relationship (Davis, Fodor, Pfahl & Stoner, 2014, Keaton & Gearhart, 2014); therefore, the way that sports consumers react to their content has been changed how they are diffused. Between this and that, sports are an excellent tool for the understanding of modern societies (Serazion, 2012; Wenner, 2012; Whannel, 2014).

As a form of entertainment, sports can be classified into two categories, according to Whannels (2014): media sports, tied to the wide space they hold in the broadcasts and the consequent involvement reached with their audience; and participation sports, which have popularity thanks to the large number of practitioners in the society in which they are inserted. The relationship between them is dynamic, since media sports can establish thanks to the popularity of its practice, as well as participation sports may derive from the success of their broadcast.

Over the years and the evolution of technologies available on the Web, media sports and its broadcast have been adapted to meet new demands of their audience (Turner, 2007, 2012). Many of them have become global phenomena due to their worldwide broadcast. However, some of them, even though becoming popular around the world, may not be considered global, if their practice and rules cause estrangement in local cultures (Wenner, 2012; Whannel, 2014). It is the case of the American football, the most popular U.S.A. sport. Despite its widespread in several other countries as a media sport, it has not become a participation sport in most of these locations, making it cannot be considered global yet.

American football emerged as a merge of two types of English-made football: football association and football rugby. From the popularization of its practice, the sport was adapting and differentiating from those that gave it origin. In this long road, the sport became strongly related to its main championship, the National Football League (NFL), that was responsible for disseminating, popularizing and making it the most popular American sport since the 1960s (Mancha, 2015; Paolantinio, 2008). Widely mediated by the entertainment industry, the enhancement of both the sport and the league has been targeted primarily to those who enjoy the NFL through its games broadcast (Wenner, 2008). Herewith, NFL became a mainstream sport league worldly and the Super Bowl, the final game of the season, turned into one of the biggest global mega-events of entertainment (Spotts, Purvis & Patnaik, 2014, Wenner, 2014). Annually, it breaks record of hearing not only in the U.S.A., as in several other countries (BBC, 2015, Capital Mexico, 2017, TSN, 2016).

Brazil is currently the NFL's second major consumer market outside U.S.A., with almost 20 million viewers. It is behind only Mexico, home to at least one league game per year since 2016 (ESPN Brasil, 2015; Francischini, 2018). In 2018, the Super Bowl LII hit a record audience in the country for the third year in a row: ESPN Brazil had a 14% growth over the previous year (Firmino, 2018; UOL Esportes, 2018). Such growth is stimulated by the ESPN's Brazilian channels through campaigns that encourage the interaction of their audience in social networks (Magri, 2018). How the country is one of the largest consumer markets for social media (Yokoyama & Sekiguchi, 2014), was natural to local ESPN launches Twitter hashtags for viewers to comment the games and other issues of the league. During the broadcasting breaks, ESPN Brazil's staff show and comment messages, as well as answer questions about the game (Firmino, 2018; Mesquita, 2017). This indicates how NFL is growing into an emblematic entertainment for their audience in Brazil.

The entertainment capacity of media products, specifically television programs, establishes an intimate relationship between brands and their audience (Draganska, Hartmann & Stanglein, 2014). Increasingly,
viewers identify with TV content, no longer behaving as passive receivers (Batra & Keller, 2016). Once media sports content production (i.e., broadcast) is simultaneous to its consumption, it may induce synchronized cooperation with and among its consumers (Dias & Rossi, 2017). When consumers engage and seek to appropriate of content, they take on themselves functions that originally belong to producers, acting as prosumers (Ritzer & Jurgenson, 2010, Collins, 2010). One of the most regular practices of prosumers is to aid in the redistribution of the content they consume (Ritzer, Dean & Jurgenson, 2012; Ritzer, 2014), with social media being the medium they use most to do so (Deller, 2011; Nunomura, 2013).

We follow the assumption of Leão and Costa (2018) that prosumption is a fan activity par excellence. They do it by taking part in a participatory culture, by appropriating the available technology and democratically reinventing the way they communicate from mediatic texts (Chen, 2018). They are no longer limited to react to media content, being able to archive, appropriate and reproduce it in innovative ways (Jenkins, Ford & Green, 2013), mainly through social media (Jenkins, 2006; Langlois, 2013).

When viewers choose to reverberate TV content through social media, they plot the phenomenon called as Social TV. It refers to the act of the audience not to be restricted to the reception of television content and to use a second screen (computer, smartphone, tablet or any technological gadget that allow access to the Internet) to access a social media and talk about what they are watching (Proulx & Shepatin, 2012). Thereby, viewers reinvent the enjoyment of watching TV by engaging in interactions via social media (Cruz, 2015; Kramer, Winter, Benninghoff & Gallus, 2015). Such engagement reveals not a consumption exchange from television to social media, but a multiplication of TV shows content through the accessibility afforded by Web 2.0. (Finger and Souza, 2012). By means of this, Social TV allows to understand the sense of community that is established among the consumers of a media product (Kramer et al., 2015, Pagani & Mirabello, 2011).

So, it is possible to say that the interaction of the NFL's Brazilian audience on Tweeter transforms the enjoyment of the games broadcast in a singular experience of participatory TV watching. Based on this, the research pursues to respond how Brazilian viewers enjoy the NFL through Social TV.

The study shows relevance due to the importance of identifying the aspects that are capable of modifying the reception and consumption of television content, as an emblematic media product. There are works that demonstrate the strength that social media have for the buildup of a brand or consumer culture, such as Parmentier and Fischer (2015) on the repercussion of the American Next Top Model, and Armstrong, Delia and Giardina (2014) on and the formation of a National Hockey League (NHL) team. Nevertheless, those works do not show the impact of social media on worldwide television content, as well as the importance of local broadcasting in making viewers become fans. In this sense, the research presents how the phenomenon of Social TV can contribute to marketing studies as a valuable theoretical interdisciplinary construct, especially in investigations of objects linked to two of the most popular forms of entertainment today: television broadcasts and social media.

Social Media as a Space for the Fan’s Prosumption

We live in a moment in which technological and organizational changes regarding work, productive relations and consumption led society to arrange into a network (Castells, 2003; Giglio, 2011). This plotted a dynamic social and economic connections, capable of promoting transformations in cultures that can now be better observed from virtual practices, configuring a cyberculture (Canelini, 2006; Lévy, 2007).

Cyberculture, according to Lévy (1999), is configured in a communication infrastructure that operates through devices capable of connecting people. It occurs via a network with a great amount of information which its users handle and feedback. Cyberculture impacts individuals and social practices in terms of
interactivity and sociability, modifying established cultures (Morato, Arcoverde & Leal, 2017, Noveli, 2010).

In this new social and cultural context, individuals look for information from diverse sources, keep permanently connected and interact virtually, in a contributive process called participatory culture (Jenkins, 2008; Tombleson & Wolf, 2017). Cultural transformations cybernetically established are vital to the process of creating participatory cultures. It happens along with the media convergence and the technological appropriation, by an audience that resignifies, recreates, and make circulates reshaped media products (Guschwan, 2012; Jenkins, 2006).

Web 2.0 overtures several spaces that can be used as extensions of the consumer experience, what allows producers to develop and make available content to complement what they offer to the consumer markets (Chen, 2018; Denegri-Knott & Molesworth, 2010). On the other hand, netizens may share interpretations of such content, what is done primarily through social media (Boulaire, Hervet & Graf, 2010; Kozinets, 2001). Social media, thence, are emblematic for participatory culture, as it betokens how its users, by appropriating available digital technology, reconfigure the way they relate, with effect on content producers (Jenkins, 2006). This is because these platforms have established their popularity based on the ability of hosting content derived from the participation of their users. It renews the logic of communication, since it has as central practice their daily life (Jenkins, 2006, Langlois, 2013).

When used to share common interests, social media are structured as online communities. Once configured by consumers themselves, online communities become ideal social spaces for exchange of experiences, turning into a thermometer of consumer opinions and providing understanding of the audience of a certain media text (Deller, 2011; Nunomura, 2013). Kozinets (1999) points out that the participants of online cultures are its cornerstone, highlighting the members recognized among their peers - called insiders - for their leadership and spontaneous contribution to the community to which they are a part.

When consumers assume responsibility for coproducing their consumption experiences, a task that in the production-consumption dual model is a function of producers (Ritzer, 2014, Zaic, 2015), takes place the so called prosumption (Chen, 2018; Ritzer & Jurgenson, 2010). This process becomes even more emblematic in the context of Web 2.0 technologies, that potentiate the role of prosumers and their participation in productivity of what they consume (Leão & Costa, 2018; Ritzer & Jurgenson, 2010).

Web 2.0 has allowed new possibilities for dialogues between members of the same culture that help in understanding the object that originally united them (Hartmann, 2015). More than that, the new possibilities of the digital platform led consumers to produce their own content that has particular meanings for the consumption of the original object, a practice known as User-Generated Content (UGC) (Andrew & Ritzer, 2018; Ritzer, 2014). The main reasons behind this type of production are to influence and entertain other pairs, as well as sharing consumer experiences (Tapscott & Williams, 2006), being social media the most suitable means for this practice (Collins, 2010; Ritzer, Dean & Jurgenson, 2012).

In the context of media products, these prosumers are active and engaged fans (Leão & Costa, 2018), who appropriate the media texts in order to express themselves (Guschwan, 2012). It is about a collective behavior that occurs in online communities known as fandoms, where fans can debate, consolidating a participatory culture through proactive and dynamic acts (Jenkins, 2008). Andrew and Ritzer (2018) highlights how such kind of engagement is capable of modifying the enjoyment of media sports.
Social TV: A Phenomenon of Participatory Culture

As social media are one of the main means of expression in modern society (Yokoyama & Sekiguchi, 2014), dialogues about television content permeated on these digital platforms. These interactions lead individuals to not limit to a passive reception of media content, participating in the meaning of it, setting up what Proulx and Sherpatin (2012) define as Social TV. It refers to the way television shows may engage the audience by connecting TV content to the web and social media. Thus, Social TV is the term representing the convergence between these two media.

Social TV is a communication process established by a two-screen phenomenon, when both TV and some device connected do the web are simultaneously linked to the same content. It creates a new kind of audience, based on the engagement on social media (Cruz, 2015, Kramer et al., 2015). Thus, Social TV has changed the way television content is enjoyed, leading viewers – especially fans – to take part in their own experience production (Kosterich & Napoli, 2015, Proulx & Sherpatin, 2012). Hence, in the Web 2.0 era, television have been adapted to meet new societal demands (Turner, 2007). Regarding specifically sports broadcasts, an identification between the audience and the content they consume has been pursued (Pegoraro, Ayer & O'Reilly, 2010).

If initially the web was considered a competitor of television, today it is understood as a medium in which the audience may reverberates television content (Ducheneaut et al., 2008; Kramer et al., 2015). Since web and social media end up engaging viewers and even attracting new audiences, television content tends to be propagated more widely (Cruz, 2015; Proulx & Sherpatin, 2012).

Thanks to a proactive and non-compulsory participation of the television audience in social networks, a new public is presented to television content that, originally, it did not know thanks to digital platforms (Malmelin & Villi, 2016; Noguera Vivo et al., 2013). According to Finger and Souza (2012), television viewers' engagement through a different platform means a TV victory, since the repercussion of television content on a second screen has shown its strength and consolidated it as a medium capable to provide an experience more complex and interactive.

The use of web and social media for communicating is known as Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC), in which individuals connect in network are able to interact with each other. In such a way, communication through technological devices works as equivalent to social encounters (Freitas & Leão, 2012; Iqani & Schroeder, 2015), characterizing CMC as a form of contemporary social relation (Jenkins, 2008; Kozinets, 2015). Kramer, Winter, Benninghoff and Gallus, (2015) consider that the Social TV phenomenon resumes the idea of consuming television contents together, a practice that was former common among family, but was lost over time. By communicating through Social TV, viewers develop a sense of belonging by communicating with people with similar interests.

Fans engaged in CMC assume the role of content spreaders (Jenkins, 2008), with technical and cultural potential that does not depend on the permission of its producers (Malmelin & Villi, 2016; Noguera Vivo et al., 2013). For Jenkins, Ford and Green (2013) this is because spreadable media, by definition, is the cultural way audiences spontaneously share the content they receive. It is only possible because of the continued availability of content, its relevance to different audiences, and the portability that allows content to move between different platforms.

Methodological procedures

The research is an ethnographic study, since we look at a cultural community, seeking to observe how it works, as well as the interactions among its members (Geertz, 1989; Noveli, 2010). The study is part of an interpretative tradition of qualitative research (Lincoln, Lynham & Guba, 2018). We used the literature both to base the research question of and to conduct the investigation and interpretation of the findings,
without anticipating them, what characterizes the study as of inductive mainly character (Leão, Mello & Vieira, 2009).

Once the observed community is established online, we conduct a virtual ethnographic study. Specifically, we adopt Netnography, an interdisciplinary method that allows the researcher to study online communities (Scaraboto & Pereira, 2013; Kozinets, 2010) through social behaviors (Bartl, Kannan & Stockinger, 2016, Hamilton & Alexander, 2017; Izogo & Jayawardhena, 2018). Netnography is a specialized form of ethnography and uses computer-mediated communications (CMC) as a data source to understand a cultural phenomenon on the Internet (Freitas & Leão, 2012; Noveli, 2010). The approach is tailored to study forums, newsgroups, blogs, social networks, etc. (Kozinets, 2010; 2015). Therefore, the method can captures the differences which are not sensitive to ethnographies developed for anthropological purposes conducted in physical loci (Hamilton & Alexander, 2017; Scaraboto & Pereira, 2013). Netnography is an evolution of the traditional ethnography, dealing with necessary adaptations in the way of investigating changes in the social life and relationships (Kozinets, 2015).

Due to its potential, Netnography has been the most widely used approach for the investigation of virtual consumer communities (Ferreira, Leão & Paiva Junior, 2014; Kozinets, 2010). The method focusses on investigating how Web users create and promote the maintenance of an online culture (Scaraboto, Vieira & Costa, 2012), in a particular model of online observation (Colliander & Hauge Wien, 2013; Kozinets, 2010; Underberg & Zorn, 2013). We employed the approach proposed by Kozinets (2001, 2010, 2015), developed for the purpose of conducting consumer research and that has been used to observe sport media viewers (Filo et al., 2015; Nass, 2017; Stavros et al., 2014).

Kozinets (2001, 2010, 2015) establishes three fundamental steps for the accomplishment of a netnography. We present below these steps and the way we conduct them in the present research.

Cultural Entrée

Communities representing the phenomenon to be investigated must be accessed in order to map their social interaction functioning. Two things are fundamental to the cultural entrée: the recognition of the field and how it works, and, mainly, the way how the researcher will be naturalized to the group. Kozinets (2010) explain this step as the familiarization of the researcher with the cultural context to be observed, after choosing the virtual community representative of the phenomenon that will be studied.

For our investigation, we chose the largest community of Brazilian NFL fans: the audience of ESPN channels that interacts on Twitter about the league news and broadcast. The Brazilian ESPN was the first Pay TV channel to broadcast NFL games – since September 1992 – and since 2017 holds exclusive rights for broadcasting the league in the country (Firmino, 2018; Francischini, 2018). In our study, the community investigated was formed amid the hashtags #TudoPelaNFL, #PlayOffsNaESPN, #SuperBowlNaESPN and #NFLnaESPN. They were launched by ESPN channels in Brazil on the social media Twitter to promote the interaction of its viewers among each other and with the channel during the broadcasts of NFL games for the 2016-17 (first three hashtags), 2017-18 and 2018-19 (last hashtag) seasons. In terms of familiarity, researchers have followed league games since 2009, with one of them, responsible for data collection, interacting on ESPN Brazil hashtags 7 years ago. In addition, the latter has also been practicing American football on a Brazilian team since 2012, having played national championships of the sport in every year since then.

Data collection

Refers both to the register of the texts published by the participants of the online community investigated, and to the field notes of the researchers, since the context in which the data is produced and posted is often crucial to understand the production conditions of such texts. Such a process can be done in more than one round, since during the analysis and interpretation new data can be collected to complement...
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this process. As Kozinets (2010; 2015) explain, the netnography data collection starts with archiving the CMCs that can be obtained from interactions between blog users, online communities, or forums. In addition to texts, photographs, artwork and sound files may be considered. If necessary, the researcher may contact the participants of the investigated community, in order to obtain complementary data.

We collected all messages posted on Twitter hashtags regarding NFL broadcasts in Brazil by ESPN in 2016-17, 2017-18 and 2018-19 seasons. The periods of collecting data followed each season, that happens from the first week from September to the first Sunday of February. It covered all the 300 games broadcasted, being 119 on the 2016-17 season, 141 on the 2017-18 and 138 on 2018-19. Following the first season observed we performed complete data analysis. During the second and third period of observation we focused on data saturation, not losing sight of potential new findings.

Data analysis

The analysis and interpretation of the data is an analytical process composed of procedures divided into six stages:

- **Coding** refers to the hierarchical classification of the first impression analyzed in the collected data;
- During the coding, **field notes** are elaborated based on reflections that arise from the analysis;
- **Abstraction and comparison** are required for classifying codes and filtering those on the same subject;
- For **verification and refinement** purposes, it is necessary a return to the online community, seeking to isolate and saturate the understanding of the patterns perceived in the previous stages;
- **Generalization** are the elaboration of a set of general meanings that encompass and explain the consistency of what has been observed;
- **Theorization** is a confrontation of the results with theories that adhere to the investigated phenomenon.

We organize these procedures in three stages of analysis: elaboration of provisional codes and establishment of relationships and hierarchies between them; refinement of the identified codes and classification of them into categories resulting from their relationships and hierarchies; use of existing literature to interpret findings, with elaboration of nomenclatures and definitions for the codes and categories. Thus, the analysis had an inductive phase, when we analyzed the data of the first season, adopting general notions as initial basis and more specific concepts to validate the inferences; and a deductive phase, when analyzing the data of the second season from the findings of the previous one, although keeping the process open to the identification of new codes and categories.

Netnography criteria

Such procedures evidences how we followed the criteria of quality of a netnography according to Kozinets (2015): search for data saturation; theorization in the interpretation of the findings; rigor on the method application; axiological demarcation in the cultural context of the research; reflexivity on data analysis; and respect for the observed praxis. In addition, we performed a triangulation of the analysis among the researchers and sought to present the results by means of a clear, rich and detailed description (hereafter) (Paiva Júnior, Leão & Mello, 2011).
Results

Our analysis came to the identification of eight codes, organized into two categories. They are described and discussed below, illustrated with stretches of data extracted from the research corpus. In Figure 1 we illustrate the results, presenting the relations between codes, categories and the major finding of our analysis.

Figure 1 - Codes, Categories and Major Finding

The relationship of the Brazilian NFL audience with its local broadcast

The NFL's Brazilian viewers use Twitter to dialogue interactively among them, as well as with the Brazilian ESPN broadcast staff. The relationship between the audience and the television channel team can alter the games enjoyment. It because the Brazilian ESPN use social media as a means of interaction with its viewers and go after their involvement with the transmitted media text. Thus, this category points out how the Brazilian audience relates to the local channels of ESPN from the way the NFL is broadcasted in the country.

A first code of the category reveals how the fans realize the narration and comments of Brazilian ESPN on NFL broadcasts as incredible (Cd01). Due to its exalted emotion, the audience considers it with no close comparison, either considering other sports broadcasts or the league games in other countries. The way of conducting the broadcast is so passionate that viewers seek to watch the games with the ESPN audio, through ESPN website and streaming, even when traveling. In tweets posted on #TudoPelaNFL we highlight excerpts such "the best narration, considering all sports" and "nothing compares to the emotion of narration on our ESPN". This perception can also be observed when the NFL itself resolves to highlight the Brazilian narrations in their official websites. One of the most emblematic cases was Everaldo Marques' narration of an extremely unusual move in the sport – known as "Hail Mary" – that occurred in the early hours of January 8, 2017, in the match between Green Bay Packers and New York Giants. The way of narrating the special play was so exalted by the league's Brazilian fans in social medias, that the Packers website called it "quite possibly the most exciting Hail Mary call yet".

The next code indicates how Brazilian fans think ESPN local team make NFL broadcasts more fun (Cd02). ESPN Brazil narrators and commentators uses to approach themes not directly related to
American football or the NFL itself. They make comments about a variety of matters, such as the Brazilian politics news; the translation of American films titles for the country release; pop culture products, such as film, TV series, comics and music artists; and curious Brazilian terms or jargons. To illustrate this, we highlight a situation occurred on the transmission of a match in October 2, 2016. The commentator Antony Curti announced the return of Pokemon and Dragon Ball Z, two Japanese animated series very famous in Brazil during the 1990s, in a public channel TV. The narrator Ary Aguiar did not know differentiating them, what made viewers animatedly reverberate this knowing less.

The third code concerns the Brazilian fans involvement with terms whose use has a particular meaning created by the ESPN team members (Cd03). Each narrator or commentator has humor expressions that has fallen in the taste of the league fans, but that are not understood outside the context of the broadcasts. The empathy created is so huge that ESPN released the most famous expressions of its team to download on the official website and application for smartphones. These terms are so inherent do the relation between fans and ESPN staff that sporadic audience does not understand them. At the end of the halftime show of the Super Bowl LI, the narrator Everaldo Marques said "Lady Gaga, you are ridiculous!". The repercussion was unprecedented, so much that the narrator's name and the term "ridiculous" came to a head in world Trending Topics of Twitter. It because some viewers tuned the channel only to watch the singer's show. Not accustomed with the term use in the American sense, since in Brazil it is offensive, these viewers thought the narrator was belittling the artist. The fans made a point of explaining on the tweets that the narrator was indeed praising Lady Gaga, since he often uses the term to extol extraordinary performances in the matches.

In an unfolding of previous codes, the Brazilian NFL viewers becomes fans of the ESPN local team (Cd04). For them, Brazilian ESPN narrators and commentators integrate and qualify the NFL product package. The social media audience builds a heartfelt, esteemed and exhilarating connection with the ESPN staff, mainly because of the good humored and interactive broadcasts. A tweet posted on November 7, 2016, exemplifies this feeling well, when a viewer highlights not only to be a fan of ESPN broadcast team, but also to consider it the best he has ever seen in sports broadcasting at all and that without this NFL games would not that positive.

Brazilian NFL audience interactivity also produces content

The other category reveals how Brazilian NFL fans do not restrict to the passive reception of the content they consume in the league broadcasts in the country. Although the communication between members of the audience is proposed by ESPN, the way the fans behave in their relationship acquires own contours. It is a warm relation, seen usually only among sports fans who use to consume in loco. More than that, it is established a tie that leads some of them to feel responsible for helping their peers' consumer experience by producing particular content.

In this vein, one of the identified codes reports that some Brazilian Twitter profiles took on the task of spreading NFL content (Cd05). Because there is a limitation on the number of games transmitted by Brazilian ESPN, due to a restriction of contract with the NFL, the broadcaster cannot transmit or make available all the games in the league. So, some fans use the social media to inform about the game's not broadcasted, mainly in updating the scores of these matches.

In other direction, the fans also use the Twitter to demand deeply information on the game and its rules. On 2016 September 22, Everaldo Marques took some time answering a question posted by a viewer questioning the existence of rules created from emblematic situations in past seasons of NFL.

In another front, some fans create specialized profiles about NFL, pursuing to spread the league in Brazil. They do this with no pecuniary gain but rejoice when are mentioned on the ESPN broadcasts. Among the profiles, Luluzinha Club stands out for being created and managed only by women and, in the 2017-
18 season, celebrated the hiring of Paula Ivoglo, one of the managers of the profile, as an ESPN commentator for the NFL.

The following code reveals that Brazilian NFL audience produces memes that makes broadcasting more fun for those who access hashtags (Cd06). The memes make the experience of "reading" media texts more humored. It has turned the virtual interaction as interesting as watching the league itself, according to reports in tweets throughout the NFL season. Among the best known, there may be the drinking game – a game created by fans that brings together scores of ESPN Brazil storytellers and commentators, and who get the fan to turn a dose of alcohol whenever they are enunciated during games – which is even quoted several times by the teams broadcasting the games as a way to make the NFL more lively.

The third code of this category presents the adoption of cinema broadcast by part of the Brazilian NFL audience, as a form of experiencing an innovative way of watching the Super Bowl (Cd07). The final game of the season was broadcasted in cinemas of many cities in Brazil – since Super Bowl XLVIII in February 2014 –, including the 3D option. Several fans uploaded, on Twitter, pictures of the tickets or movie theaters with friends, as well of themselves anxiously waiting for the most important game of the season.

Finally, the latest code points how Brazilian NFL broadcasts encouraged their fans to watch league games in loco (Cd08). Some of NFL fans in Brazil attest that because of the league broadcasts on local ESPN channels, they decided to get to experience the game directly at the source. Many are the tweets of Brazilian fans that traveled to the U.S.A. stadiums to watch an on-site match keeping the moment through photos published on the hashtags and seeking to remain connected with the Brazilian transmission that impelled them to be there.

Discussion

Our findings align with the understanding that content and consumption in the sports entertainment industry are simultaneously produced, in a synchronized cooperation between producers and viewers of television broadcasts (Dias & Rossi, 2017). Besides, in the digital age the conducting of content presentation to the audience has been significantly changed (Turner, 2007; Thompson et al., 2015), turning social media one a main way of interaction between viewers, what potentializes their participation on broadcasting (Ducheneaut et al., 2008).

The first category reveals how Brazilian NFL fans consider important the ESPN's broadcast for NFL consumption. Along the game broadcasts in the country, they exalt the quality of the ESPN Brazil team. The personal charisma and the Brazilian way of conducting the sports broadcast leads the local NFL fans to establish a direct relationship with the channel. The Brazilian ESPN style of broadcasting the NFL games is so appreciated by the local fans, that they demonstrate to take part of a community lined off by codes and values.

On the other hand, the second category acknowledges the engagement of the Brazilian NFL audience in improving the league games' enjoyment. It happens both by the production of content and the sharing of experiences in watching the games. These actions demonstrate how Brazilian NFL fans compromises in the qualification of the game broadcasts, as with the spreading and strengthening of the league.

The findings corroborate the understanding that the experience of interacting in virtual communities happens through its user's production of content and the bonds they nourish with what they enjoy (Kozinets 1999, 2001), modeling the enjoyment of a collective consumption (Parmentier & Fischer, 2015). In line with this, Thompson et al. (2015) points how television on digital age needs a media-enhanced audience. Through a combination of self-promotion and production assistance, consumers become able to accumulate expertise which can make a TV show a phenomenon in social media.
The active participation of Brazilian NFL fans on the ESPN broadcasts reveals social practices that cannot be observed in physical social relationships, running only in online communities, as pointed by Kozinets (2001). This proactive and non-compulsory prosumer participation turns the Brazilian fans into NFL spreaders on social media (Malmelin & Villi, 2016; Noguera Vivo et al., 2013).

Web 2.0 technologies have modified the way the sports audiences receive TV content (Turner, 2007, 2012; Thompson et al., 2015), what, in turn, induce changes in the sports broadcasts. In a participatory culture context, Brazilian NFL fans complement the understanding of the media product that unites them, influencing the culture in which they are embedded (Jenkins, 2008), and acting as Web 2.0 prosumers (Hartmann, 2015; Ritzer, 2014). These are the ties that Jenkins (2006) points out as inherent to participants in a fandom, what strengthens the fans relationship and their link to the media product they admire.

The productive capacity of the audience to influence broadcasts reveals not only its role as a prosumer (Collins, 2010), but how media companies considers it a major role in their engagement (Thompson et al., 2015). That's why producers recognize the role of consumers in the production system, by stimulating their participation on product and brand associated-meaning production (Ritzer, 2014).

The continuous interactions among Web 2.0 based fans arranges a collective intelligence (Jenkins, 2008). Considering the importance that the cyberculture has in the way of communicating nowadays, interactions through CMC have repercussions that go beyond the virtual environment (Iqani & Schroeder, 2015; Lévy, 2007). They can be considered as evidence of a growing mediatization of social life. This phenomenon concerns how social processes have been reconfigured by the intensive use of media, which become increasingly ubiquitous and thus intertwined with the social fabric. Thus, the social reality itself becomes increasingly constituted by communicational exchanges, which put people in a state of permanent visibility, culminating in processes of mutual control (Franco; Leão, 2016).

In line with this conception, CCT authors argument that the postmodern society is a simulacrum spread by the media in participative interactions (Chen, 2018; Denegri-Knott & Molesworth, 2010; Rose & Wood, 2005) and that this participative interaction between consumers, producers and different types of media represent a continuous enhance of emotional bonds within the consumption process, associated with the production and exchange of signs (i.e., symbols, meanings) as means for generating value (Bonsu, Darmody & Parmentier, 2010; Thompson et al., 2015).

This understanding is based on Baudrillard (1991; 1999), that assumes the virtual as an imagined reality that has its own reality. Such reality is primarily mediated by representational signs and become a more real reality then the reality itself, since it is produced and experienced as a real instance that participants agree do share.

**Final considerations**

Our research has identified that the phenomenon of Social TV configures the enjoyment of Brazilian NFL fans by propitiating them to participate in its game broadcasts. This is made possible due to social media interactions, either through the relation established with the ESPN Brazil broadcast team, or through the online relationship stablished among the fans.

Present study demonstrate how NFL consumption in Brazil is closely related to the TV channel that broadcast the games. Even with the league's exclusivity from 2017, NFL fans kept extolling the quality of Brazilian ESPN broadcast.

Our study reinforces the importance of social networks in synchronous television broadcast. Increasingly, television channels that broadcast content of worldwide repercussions (e.g., major sports leagues and internationally released shows) need to integrate the social networks with such content. Using digital
platforms synchronously to broadcast allows them to retain their viewers and, eventually, turning them into fans of the channels themselves. This occurs because the engagement in social networks leads them to spread the content of television channels through Social TV.

The study introduces the relevance of Social TV concept to marketing studies, especially Consumer Culture Theory research. Through Social TV phenomenon, this research explores how a media product, more specifically a media sports, has its television broadcasting modified thanks to its consumers interactive participation through social media.

Based on our interpretation of the findings, we argue that when fans interact about the NFL, they realize how much attractive it can be, becoming even more important than the NFL games themselves. The replacement of the real thing by the virtual experience of Social TV in online communities evidences a simulation co-prosumed by the Brazilian NFL fans and the ESPN channels. Such process, in turn, is made possible due to the appropriation and intensive use of communication technologies that permeates mediatized world.

The study focused only on the Brazilian NFL fans which participate of the league broadcasts through the ESPN hashtags on Twitter. Future research could extend this scope to spaces not mediated by the broadcaster. Thinking forward, we fathom that studies on similar topics to present research would benefit from this perspective. TV has increasingly expanded its the range of shows, as well as innovating the ways of accessing its content (e.g., streaming, DVR). Fans, in turn, have shown growing interest in multiplatform content.
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